FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

**On the “Can’t Miss List” – New Products and Solutions from Hubbell Lighting**

Greenville, SC – March 5, 2020 – A comprehensive family of downlights, an integrated wireless video security solution, a mobile application for configuring and managing lighting systems and an outdoor architectural linear luminaire represent a small sample size of the new products Hubbell Lighting will be showcasing at LEDucation 2020 in New York City.

The Hubbell Lighting portfolio of brands offer lighting and control solutions for virtually every application. Visitors to Hubbell’s tables in Americas Hall I, rows 2300 and 2400, will see new and updated products and solutions on display that demonstrate how the company is focused on the entire solution – from the fixture to the controls.

Attending influencers and media are encouraged to book VIP tours with Hubbell’s experts. Contact Michael McCullough at pr@hubbell-ltg.com to schedule accordingly.

New Products on Display - SpectraSAFE™

Hubbell Lighting will be be showcasing SpectraSAFE™ for the very first time. SpectraSAFE is the market’s first scalable, cloud-based and wireless video security solution for interior commercial and industrial building applications which seamlessly integrates into new or existing luminaires.

SpectraSAFE customers will have the ability to implement a new or complement an existing security system in areas such as stairwells, factory floors, warehouses and building entrances. The compact camera module seamlessly integrates into luminaires and includes a high-resolution full HD camera, IR emitter for low/no light conditions and a microphone and speaker for two-way communication. The solution is managed through a mobile and web-based application and tiered cloud service plans.

New Products on Display - LITEISTRY™

It’s no secret that lighting designers struggle to find consistency across product families in downlighting. Source shielding has been displaced with the need for improved optical efficiency, which is seen when product families are lumped together. Prescolite will be demonstrating how its new LITEISTRY™ family of architectural downlights features the broadest
palette of solutions that provide consistency in appearance and performance across the entire product portfolio.

**LITEISTRY™** features 50° shielding of the source and source image to ensure lighting designers can create a true quiet ceiling solution. Anodized reflectors with identical trim construction provide consistent appearance and performance – even when round and square apertures are utilized in the same project. The 50° shielding angle and active reflector profile not only shields the source but also creates a quiet reflector surface above the shielding angle. The achieved beam patterns are consistent with soft edges whether working with a narrow or extra wide distribution.

To date there hasn’t been a one-stop mobile application that can be used to configure and manage all types of lighting systems, be it wired, wireless, panels, room-based, etc. Those commissioning and managing connected lighting systems have been forced to either chose wired or wireless, otherwise the user would need to log into two separate applications. **Hubbell Control Solutions** will be demonstrating how its new mobile app, **controlHUBB**, is a single application that can be used to configure all types of systems, be it wired or wireless.

The app features the ability to program a distributed system, standalone Bluetooth sensors and deploy CCT changing while offering ease of use with cloning and much more. It provides Bluetooth wireless setup and configuration of NX Room Control devices and luminaires equipped with an NX In-Fixture module with smart sensor.

**New Products on Display – PGL8**

Nearly three decades ago **KIM Lighting** introduced the first integrated, direct/indirect luminaire purposely designed for modern parking garage facilities. That legacy
of design leadership continues with the new PGL8 edge-lit parking garage luminaire. The edge-lit drop lens reduces glare to provide exceptional visual comfort and performance.

The new PGL8 is available with four distributions and six outputs up to 13,500 lumens providing effective solutions for meeting the dynamics and challenges of parking garage applications including IES recommendations.

With a sleek, low-profile form factor and a 16” diameter, the PGL8 is scaled to be used in all parking garage applications including drive lanes, entrances, elevator banks and canopies. The PGL8 is also available with integral battery backup, UL924 bypass options, and a variety of control solutions.

There will be much more to see in addition to the products and solutions noted above at the Hubbell Lighting tables.
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